Facial expression recognition for emotional communication between humans and machines has been investigated in recent studies. Previously, we proposed a method for generating a person-specific emotional feature space using self-organizing maps and counter propagation networks (CPN). The feature space expresses the correspondence between the changes in facial expression patterns and the degree of emotions in a two-dimensional space centered on "pleasantness" and "arousal." In this study, we investigated the number of dimensions and the size of the CPN mapping space for generating a facial expression feature space that allows detailed emotion quantification.
INTRODUCTION
Facial expression recognition is an important technology in realizing emotional communication between humans and machines [1] [2] [3] . We address the following issues related to the recognition of emotions from facial expressions.
First, facial expression patterns are considered as physical parameters. Expressions convey personality, and as physical parameters, facial expression patterns vary among individuals. Hence, the classification of facial expressions is fundamentally a problem with an unknown number of categories. Accordingly, the extraction of person-specific facial expression categories using a common person-independent technique is an important issue.
Second, emotions are considered as psychological parameters. The facial expression pattern of an individual is unique, but as a psychological parameter, emotion is person-independent and universal. Moreover, the degree of a recognized emotion changes according to the degree of physical change in a facial expression pattern. Therefore, it is important to match the amount of physical change in a person-specific facial expression pattern with the corresponding amount of mental change in order to estimate the degree of emotion.
Previously, we proposed a method for generating a personspecific facial expression feature space (facial expression map and emotional map) for facial expression recognition [4] [5] [6] . The results demonstrated that facial expression maps can assign unique emotional categories to input facial expression images. Further, we showed that emotional maps can quantify degrees of emotion according to the level of change in facial expression patterns. Conversely, units generated on the emotional map were biased towards the training data in the aforementioned facial expression feature space, and an issue remained when performing detailed estimations of emotion.
Therefore, this study examines the improvement of the method for generating a facial expression feature space that reduces the bias on feature space and allows for the detailed quantification of emotions. In particular, we focus on the counter propagation network (CPN) [7] mapping space used in the method proposed previously, and investigate the number of dimensions and the size of the CPN mapping space.
LEARNING DATA DETAILS

Acquisition of expression images
For this study, we obtained the facial expression images of five subjects (male, in their twenties, referred to as subjects A-E in Table 1 ) under ordinary fluorescent lighting conditions. These expressions comprised six basic facial expressions (anger, sadness, disgust, happiness, surprise, and fear) as well as a neutral expression, which were manifested deliberately. They were first obtained using a charge-coupled device camera (Grasshopper, Point Gray Research, Inc.,), the basic expressions were produced five times, and each one was alternated with the neutral expression. The motion video obtained was then converted into still images (60 fps, 8-bit grayscale, 640 × 480 pixels), and the subjects themselves evaluated each frame on whether the expression shown in the frame was manifest. Table 1 lists the number of facial expression images used in this study.
The data used in the study was acquired in accordance with ethical regulations regarding research on humans at Akita University, Japan. 
Study on the Emotion Quantification
Normalization process
We processed a region containing facial components. Then, a face region image was extracted and normalized according to the following procedures: 1) A face was detected using Haar-like features [8] ; a face region image normalized into a size of 80 × 96 pixels was extracted. 2) The image was processed using a median filter for noise removal. Then, a smoothing process was performed after reducing the image dimension using coarse grain processing (40 × 48 pixels). 3) A pseudo-outline that is common to all the subjects was generated; the face region that contained the facial components was extracted. 4) A histogram linear transformation was performed to correct the brightness value. Figure 1 shows examples of face region images after extraction and normalization.
METHOD FOR GENERATING A FACIAL EXPRESSION FEATURE SPACE
Counter propagation network
A CPN is a learning algorithm that combines the Grossberg learning rule with a self-organizing map (SOM) [9] . A CPN comprises three layers: an input layer to which training data are supplied, a Kohonen layer in which self-mapping is performed via competitive learning, and a Grossberg layer, which labels the Kohonen layer by the counter propagation of teaching signals. A CPN is useful for automatically ascertaining the label of a Kohonen layer when the category to which training data belongs is predetermined. This labeled Kohonen layer is designated as a category map. The learning procedure of a CPN is described below. n,m (t) of a Kohonen layer unit contained in the neighborhood region of the winner unit N c (t) using Eqs (2, 3), where α (t) and β (t) are the learning coefficients, and t j (t) is a teaching signal to the Grossberg layer unit j.
5) Repeat processes (2)- (4) up to the maximum iteration of learning. 6) After learning is completed, compare weights w j n,m observed from each unit of the Kohonen layer, and let the teaching signal of the Grossberg layer with the maximum value be the label of the unit.
Proposed method
In this study, we used CPNs with two Grossberg layers. A facial expression map (W g1 ) and an emotional map (W g2 ) were generated from their respective connection weights as shown in Figure 2 .
The methods for presenting training data and teaching signal are outlined below. Based on a preliminary experiment, the CPN learning frequency was set at 20,000.
Method for presenting training data:
Training data (facial expression images) are selected at random. However, as the number of images for each facial expression varies (as shown in Table  1 ), the learning frequency ratio for each facial expression will vary if a random selection is conducted from the total of images. Consequently, the learning frequency ratio for each emotion is adjusted in this study to be constant. In practical terms, first, the emotion category is randomly selected, and then, the training data are randomly selected from the image group in this category.
Method for presenting the teaching signal to Grossberg layers:
For Grossberg layer 1, the layer for generating a facial expression map, the facial expression categories of training data are input. There are seven categories that consist of six basic facial expressions and one neutral expression. In particular, the digit one is input to units that represent emotional categories of training data; otherwise, the digit zero is input. For Grossberg layer 2, the layer for generating an emotional map, the Russell circumplex model coordinates are input. These are coordinates on the complex plane representation for which the Russell circumplex model coordinates are input [10] . The Russell circumplex model is a mental space model for the purpose of quantifying emotions, and this, as shown in Figure 3 , arranges the six basic facial expressions and the neutral expression in a space along the pleasure-displeasure and arousal axes.
INVESTIGATION OF MAPPING SPACE DIMENSIONS
Experimental method
To realize a detailed quantification of emotions, a variety of intermediate facial expressions must be conveyed in the facial expression feature space through CPN learning. In this section, we discuss the effect verification of the dimension number in the Size: 10 × 10 × 10 (1000 units)
Computing features
The unit bias on the emotional map must be verified in order to evaluate whether a variety of intermediate facial expressions is generated. Therefore, in this study, we computed the two features indicated below from the unit coordinates generated on the emotional map. a) Average distance from teaching signal coordinates It is the average distance between the coordinates of each unit on the emotional map and the coordinates of the categories to which these units belong, to the teaching signal coordinates of training data. This feature has a small value when many units are generated near the teaching signal to which they belong. b) Distance from average coordinate It is the average distance from the coordinate average for all units on the emotional map to each unit's coordinate. This feature has a high value when many units are generated near the teaching signal to which they belong. Figure 4 shows the emotional maps for subject A, which were generated using the two methods described in Section 4.1. Further, Figure 5 shows an enlarged view of Quadrant I (the happiness region) and Quadrant IV (the neutral region) of Figure 4 .
Results and discussion
As mentioned previously, the number of units in the mapping space is approximately equal for Methods 1 and 2, with a difference of 100 units. However, a high degree of disparity was found in the generated emotional maps, as can be seen in Figure  4 and Figure 5 . In the emotional map created with Method 1, the intermediate facial expressions are generated between the teaching signal coordinates for each emotion category, and many units are seen to overlap (Figure 5 (a) and (c) ). Conversely, for Method 2, intermediate facial expressions are generated radially from the teaching signal coordinates ( Figure 5 (b) and (d) ). Similar results were obtained for all the subjects. Table 2 shows the computation results for the two types of features mentioned in Section 4.2. A comparison of Methods 1 and 2 shows that, except for Subject B, Method 2 results in high values for the average distance from the teaching signal coordinates. Furthermore, distances from the average coordinates when Method 2 is used are small for all subjects. This implies that for the emotional map generated with Method 2, the bias towards the teaching signal is reduced, which is consistent with the visual evaluation results.
We believe that these results are caused by the number of mapping space dimensions. The number of units bordering one unit is 8 in a 2D mapping space, but it is 26 in a 3D mapping space. In other words, the large boundary surfaces between the categories in a 3D mapping space imply that in CPN learning, many intermediate facial expressions are generated between the categories.
Hence, it follows that the use of a 3D mapping space reduces the bias of units generated on the emotional map and is effective in the generation of a variety of intermediate facial expressions.
INVESTIGATION OF MAPPING SPACE SIZE
Experimental method
In Section 4, we showed that the use of a 3D mapping space is effective in generating a variety of intermediate facial expressions. In this section, considering a 3D mapping space, we discuss the verification of a mapping space size that allows for detailed emotion quantification according to the level of change in the facial expressions. In particular, we compared the facial expression feature space for the six types of mapping spaces indicated below. 
Computing features
To evaluate the quantification of emotions, we focused on places in the motion video where facial expression patterns change when facial expressions are manifested. Practically, we focused on the 20 frames before and after a facial expression is shown and before and after the facial expression disappears (returns to neutral), and we obtained the three features listed below. The evaluation data used the same time series data as the training data in Table 1 . It is the total coordinate changes of the winner units (in absolute numbers) on the emotional map. The emotional map is generated based on the Russell circumplex model coordinates. Hence, the value of the maximum and minimum of pleasuredispleasure and arousal is equal, even if the mapping space size changes. This feature varies significantly when the quantification of emotion is not correctly performed to the sequential change in facial expression. c) Shift distance It is the total shift distance (neighboring distance) of the winner units in the facial expression map. This feature has a high value when intermediate facial expression units are generated on the facial expression map. In other words, this feature becomes large when many intermediate facial expression patterns, which interpolate between the adjacency frames of sequential facial expression images, are generated.
Results and discussion
Discussion of feature computation results:
The number of unit shifts, cumulative differences, and shift distances for Subject E are shown in Figure 6 . The feature in the graph shows the average value of the feature in 60 places where the expression changes for the six basic expressions shown in Table 1 . In addition, as Section 2.1 describes, the expression changes five times in one dynamic image, and manifestation and disappearance are included in one expression change (60 places = five times × manifestation and disappearance × six basic expressions). a) Number of unit shifts
In Figure 6 (a), we observe that the number of unit shifts increases with an increase in the size of the mapping space. Moreover, the level of increase gradually decreases from size 30 onwards, whereas the features converge. b) Cumulative difference
As seen in Figure 6 (b), cumulative differences show approximately equal levels for all cases. This indicates that it is unrelated to the mapping space size, but that the variation in the evaluation results (fluctuations in coordinate shifts on the emotional map) is approximately the same. c) Shift distance Figure 6 (c) shows that the shift distance increases with an increase in the size of the mapping space. This indicates that, as the size of the mapping space increases, the number of intermediate facial expression units interpolated between two continuous video frames increases. Similar trends for these results were found for all subjects, with the exception of the cumulative difference for Subject D. In other words, we found that there is slight discrepancy in cumulative differences for different mapping space sizes. Further, the shift distance increases with an increase in the size of the mapping space, and the number of unit shifts tends to converge from size 30 onwards. The reason for the variation in the cumulative difference for Subject D stems from misrecognitions of the similar facial expression patterns for anger and disgust.
We conclude from these results that for the detailed quantification of emotions according to the level of change in facial expressions, a mapping space with a size upwards of 30, where the number of unit shifts starts to converge, is suitable.
Furthermore, the specifications for the computer used in these experiments are as follows: Windows 7 Home Premium, Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU 2.93 GHz, and 2.0 GB RAM. The learning processing time for generating a size 10 facial expression feature space was 664 s. However, the processing time for the test input to recognize an image was 25 ms. The processing time for a test input is very short compared to the learning processing time. However, the computational effort of the proposed method increases as the cube of the mapping space size. Therefore, to recognize facial expressions, it is necessary to complete the processing according to the specification of the input device to be used. As a concrete improvement, reduction of the number of input dimensions by the feature extraction of a face image, parallel computing, etc., is required.
Discussion of quantification of emotions:
We evaluated the quantification of emotions by observing the sequential images of happiness for Subject A (730 frames). The values of pleasuredispleasure and arousal (coordinate shifts on the emotional map) for mapping space sizes 10 and 30 are shown in Figure 7 . Further, Figure 8 shows the enlarged results for the 40 frames of the first facial expression change (facial expression manifestation and disappearance) in Figure 7 .
By focusing on the arousal values shown in Figure 7 (b) and (d), we find that for size 30, the fluctuations between frames are small when compared to size 10. Moreover, with respect to the number of unit shifts for all frames, there were 60 unit shifts for size 10 and 166 for size 30; hence, approximately thrice the number of shifts for size 30. Similarly, by focusing on the arousal values shown in Figure  8 , we find that for size 30, abrupt changes between frames are few in the course of the manifestation or disappearance of facial expressions, and the value changes are gradual. Figure 9 shows the emotional map that only expresses the winner units of sections (a) and (c) of Figure 8 . Moreover, Figure 9 shows that for size 10, the positions of the winner units have significantly shifted and are concentrated near the teaching signal of training data. Conversely, for size 30, few winner units overlap and many units have shifted from neutral towards happiness.
These results suggest that increasing the size of the mapping space enables the quantification of emotions according to detailed levels of change in facial expressions.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we investigated the number of dimensions and the size of the CPN mapping space for generating a facial expression feature space that allows for detailed emotion quantification. The results obtained by this study are as follows: 1) We demonstrated that expanding the CPN mapping space from 2D to 3D was effective in generating a variety of intermediate facial expressions. 2) We demonstrated that increasing the size of the mapping space was effective in quantifying emotions according to the level of detailed physical changes in facial expressions. In this study, we carried out an evaluation of six basic facial expressions that were manifested deliberately for the purpose of generating a facial expression feature space. For the future, we intend to carry out an evaluation experiment with facial expressions that are manifested naturally.
